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ABSTRACT 

Most of us use toothpaste as a part of our daily routine. Ingredients used in toothpastes are 
chosen because they provide healthy teeth, but their environmental properties are not well 
known. The aim of this project was therefore to find answers to the following questions: Does 
toothpaste contain ecotoxic ingredients? Is it possible to rank toothpaste according to being 
more or less toxic to the environment? What kind of environmental requirements exist for 
toothpaste from a Swedish and European viewpoint? What additional requirements exist from 
the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation? How can the formula for Aloemega’s 
toothpaste be adjusted to get the Good Environmental Choice ecolabel?  

This was answered by collecting the lists of ingredients for 36 toothpastes from Willys, Ica, 
Coop, Apoteket hjärtat och LIDL. Information on ecotoxicity, persistence and 
bioaccumulation were found searching environmental databases. Data were also modelled 
using PBT-profiler when no experimental data could be found. Information about 
requirements for cosmetic products was found reading legal documents. To find out what 
criteria that had to be fulfilled for Aloemega’s toothpaste to be ecolabelled, meetings with the 
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation were held. 

19 ingredients were classified as: “might have long term effects on the environment”. Out of 
them 8 were also classified as very toxic to aquatic organisms, 1 as toxic and 6 as harmful. 
None of these were bioaccumulative.  

Unfortunately, it was not possible to rank the toothpastes in this study according to their 
environmental properties. Not enough information was found for one fifth of the ingredients. 
Additionally the whole recipes for the products are required, including concentrations and 
aroma compounds.  

Environmental concerns of cosmetic products are regulated in the REACH regulation and not 
in the regulation for cosmetic products (EC) No 1223/2009. It does not put any restrictions on 
how ecotoxic a cosmetic ingredient or a product is allowed to be unless an ingredient is of 
high concern. This means that compounds that are very toxic to aquatic organisms and that 
might have long-term effects on the environment are allowed as toothpaste ingredients.  

The criteria that toothpaste ingredients have to fulfil, in order to receive the Good 
Environmental Choice label, are the general criteria for chemical substances. There are also 
specific criteria for included ingredients like surfactants, preservatives, acids, colour, perfume 
and biological compounds.  

Aloemega’s toothpaste is at the moment being adjusted to fulfil the criteria of Good 
Environmental Choice ecolabel. Efforts are made to select ingredients with minimal impact 
on human health and the environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 FUNDAMENTALS OF ECOTOXICOLOGY 
Most of us use toothpaste two times a day when we brush our teeth. 800-900 million kronor 
are spent on toothpaste every year in Sweden. That corresponds to four to five tubes of 
toothpaste per person. (KTF, 2013-10-31) 

The substances included in the toothpaste are selected for providing healthy teeth. The 
question is how these compounds behave when they enter the environment. When looking at 
environmental effects of chemicals there are some key characteristics of the chemical to 
study. Is the compound toxic to different organisms? Does the compound have a tendency to 
accumulate in organisms? Is it degraded biologically, and if so, to what extent and how 
quickly? 

All organisms are made of molecules and the interaction with the world outside of the 
organism’s body start at the biochemical level. Some interactions have beneficial effects and 
some have harmful effects. Either of them have the potential to affect higher levels of 
organisation: subcellular, cellular, tissue, organ, individual, population, community, 
ecosystem, landscape and biosphere. It is therefore of great importance that the toxic 
properties of a chemical is detected before it is released to the environment in order to 
minimize damage.(Newman, 2010) In chemical risk assessment one important part is to 
estimate the ecotoxicity of the compound. Organisms from different levels in the food chain 
are included in order to be able to detect damage at different levels of organisation.  

A toxic effect includes all effects that might change the function of the studied organisation 
level. The effect can be acute and appear after seconds, minutes or a few hours of exposure or 
chronic and will only appear after a longer period of time. Not only time affects this 
categorisation. Different organisms have different life spans and generation times and the time 
that is required for an effect to be classified to be chronic depends on this. 

A toxic chemical that is degraded quickly in the environment will only cause damage for a 
short period of time. It vanishes from the site and concentrations are therefore not likely to 
reach toxic levels. Small emissions will therefore have limited consequences for the 
ecosystem. However if a big amount of chemical is released in a short period of time there 
might be disastrous effects. A large spill from an industry to e.g. a small lake might wipe out a 
whole population of fish.  

Substances that are degraded slowly will exist for much longer. A continuing release will 
therefore result in increasing concentrations that might be harmful. The potential of harming 
the ecosystem is therefore larger with slowly degraded compounds. 
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When developing environmentally friendly products it is important to choose readily 
biodegradable ingredients. Even substances that are not known to have any toxic effects but 
that are not readily biodegradable need to be handled with extra care. The substance might 
have unknown toxic properties or interfere with the ecosystem in other ways. Chemicals that 
do not biodegrade easily are called persistent.  

However, a compound is not necessarily safe because it’s non toxic and biodegradable. When 
a compound is degraded it is converted into decomposition products. These can be less toxic 
than the mother compound, but they can also be more toxic. Information on decomposition 
products is very limited today and more research is needed. 

Chemicals can be either hydrophilic, lipophilic or amphiphilic. Hydrophilic compounds are 
drawn towards water and lipophilic towards lipids. Organs and tissues are composed of a lot 
of lipids and lipophilic compounds that are not degraded in the organism may therefore 
accumulate there. Organisms that feed on other organisms that are contaminated this way will 
accumulate the lipophilic compounds and the concentration will rise with the organism’s life 
span reaching possibly harmful concentrations. This is called bioaccumulation. 

Organisms high up in the food chain that consume other organisms will accumulate the 
toxicants that have accumulated in their prey. The concentration of toxicants is therefore 
higher with every higher link in the food chain. This phenomenon is called biomagnification.  

The nightmare scenario is a compound that is persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic (PBT) or 
a compound that is very persistent and very bio accumulative (vPvB). A PBT/vPvB 
compound would end up in most organisms in high concentrations with possibly irreversible 
effects.  

The Swedish parliament has set up goals in order to protect the environment and to improve 
its health status. One of the goals is to have a non toxic Swedish environment in 2020. This 
goal is not expected to be fulfilled in time. 
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1.2 ECOLABELLING 
There are different parties working with ecolabelling products, putting a mark on products 
safe to use also from an environmental and human health perspective. In 1992 the European 
Commission invented the EU Ecolabel in common for European Union (Miljömärkning 
Sverige, 2013). Svanen is a Nordic ecolabel and Good Environmental Choice is the ecolabel 
of the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. They all have a comprehensive view and are 
including a wide range of environmental aspects: energy use, climatic influence, use of 
harmful chemicals, emissions and pollutants, resource use and waste management 
(Konsumentverket, 2013). 

This study is also an attempt to assist the company Aloemega Healthcare in developing 
environmentally friendly toothpaste that meet the requirements for the “Good Environmental 
Choice” ecolabel. Aloemega Healthcare AB is a Swedish toothpaste company with roots 
within the University of Gothenburg and the Sahlgrenska Academy. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Logos for the EU Ecolabel, Svanen and Good Environmental Choice (Bra 
Miljöval). 

 

1.3 AIM 
The questions to be answered in this report are: 

Does toothpaste contain ecotoxic ingredients? 

Is it possible to rank toothpastes according to being more or less toxic to the environment? 

What kind of environmental requirements exist for toothpaste from a Swedish and European 
viewpoint? 

What additional requirements exist from the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation? 

How can the formula for Aloemega’s toothpaste be adjusted to get the Good Environmental 
Choice ecolabel?  
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2. METHOD 
 

2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES 
Five different stores were visited: Willys, Ica, Coop, Apoteket hjärtat och LIDL. All 
toothpastes for sale in those stores were used in the study. This resulted in 36 different 
toothpastes from 12 different brands. Their ingredients were documented and information on 
their environmental properties where collected. Information on environmental properties 
include: data on toxicity to fish, daphnia and algae, biodegradability, bio accumulative 
potential, already existing classification, chemical structure and possible sources other than 
toothpaste. 

Working procedure for gathering information: 

1. Toothpaste tubes were photographed and the information was organised in an excel sheet. 
 

2. Sigma Aldrich was used in search for general information on the compounds, CAS 
number, ecotoxicity data on fish, daphnia and algae and hazard classification (Sigma-
Aldrich Sweden AB).  
 

3. The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Ecotox database was used to search 
for ecotoxicity data if not found above (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 
2013a). In order to work according to the precautionary principle, the lowest EC50 value 
was always selected. 
 

4. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s database eChemPortal 
was used for direct links to other databases (OECD).  
 

5. From eChemPortal directions were followed to the European Chemicals Agency’s 
information on chemicals for ecotoxicity data if not found above, information on 
biodegradability, bio accumulative potential and already existing classification.  
 

6. From eChemPortal directions were followed to the Hazardous Substances Databank 
(HSDB) for information on environmental fate and emission sources (Unites States 
National Library of Medicine, 2013). 
 

7. If some or all data was lacking at this point, the Detergents Ingredients Database (DID) 
was used for ecotoxicity to aquatic species and/or biodegradability (Ecolabelling Norway, 
2004). The reason why the DID-list was the last option for finding experimental data was 
because it does not specify which aquatic organism the data is for and the data is 
classified, which makes it impossible to find out more about the tests behind the values. It 
will also soon be replaced by a new version. 
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8. For chemicals without or with lacking information, the data was modelled using the 
Persistence, Bioaccumulation and Toxicity Profiler (PBT profiler) (United States 
Environmental Protection Agency). The chemical class that provided the lowest EC50 
value was always selected. EC50-values, and not chronic values (ChV), from Ecological 
Structure Activity Relationships (ECOSAR) was selected in order to get modelled values 
comparable to the rest of the data and the classification (EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7). 
PBT-Profiler cannot estimate ecotoxicity and fate for inorganic compounds or compounds 
containing a metallic element and thus some compound’s ecotoxicity cannot be estimated 
this way. 
 

9. The previously found information was used to classify the ingredients according to the 
CLP Regulation for Classification, Labelling and Packaging and chemical substances (EC 
1272/2008) and Swedish Chemicals Agency´s Classification and Labelling Regulation 
(KIFS 2005:7). When the data found in this study did not agree with existing classification 
of the substance. The most protective classification was chosen. This was done according 
to the precautionary principle. However, in most cases no existing hazard classification 
was found. 
 

10. The not readily biodegradable ingredients were divided into groups based on their 
classification. This means four groups named Aquatic chronic 1, 2, 3 and 4. Aquatic 
chronic 1 includes ingredients that have acute EC50 values below 1mg/l. Aquatic chronic 
2 includes ingredients that have EC50 values over 1 mg/l and below 10mg/l. Aquatic 
chronic 3 includes ingredients that have EC50 values over 10mg/l and below 100mg/l. 
Aquatic chronic 4 includes ingredients that have EC50 values over 100mg/l.  
 

Different sources held different kinds of information and with different completeness for 
different compounds. E.g. some times ecotoxicity data were taken from different sources for 
fish and daphnia.  

The order of the working procedure reflects what was found to be the most effective way of 
finding the needed information.  

Ingredients that were not classified as: “might have long-term effects on the environment” 
were excluded from the report. This was done in order to focus on the substances that are 
most problematic for the environment. Information on these compounds is found in appendix 
1. 
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2.2 ECOLABELLING 
Information about requirements for cosmetic products was found via the Medical Products 
Agency website (Medical Products Agency, 2013). The Medical Products Agency is together 
with the municipal environmental services committees a regulatory agency for cosmetics 
products. Important documents were Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009 and Regulation (EC) 
No 1907/2006. 

To find out what criteria that had to be fulfilled to achieve the good environmental choice 
ecolabel from the Swedish Nature Conservation, a meeting with the Product Manager of 
Good Environmental Chemical Products administrator David Gunnarsson was held. 

Ingredients in the Aloemega formulation were supposed to be evaluated for their toxicity, -
toxicity, toxicity to reproduction, allergenicity, mutagenicity, and carcinogenicity in according 
to the requirements from the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 
(Naturskyddsföreningen, 2006). This is to ensure that the end product is safe to use both from 
a human health and an environmental health perspective. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

3.1 EVALUATION OF INGREDIENTS 
36 different toothpastes from 12 different brands were examined. The number of ingredients 
for these was 100. The number of ingredients in one tube of toothpaste ranged from 8 to 24 
depending on type.  

 

Aquatic Chronic 1 

These ingredients were classified as very toxic to aquatic organisms and might have long term 
effects on the aquatic environment according to regulation EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7. 
They have EC50 values below 1 mg/l and are not readily biodegradable. Substances in this 
category: aluminium silicate, helindone pink, stannous chloride, sucralose, zinc chloride, zinc 
citrate, zinc gluconate and zinc lactate. 

Aluminium silicate 
Aluminium silicate was found in the toothpaste Clinomyn. No experimental data was found 
for the compound as a whole. The compound is a salt consisting of two ion units. Therefore 
ecotoxicity data for both separate units were gathered instead. The component responsible for 
the ecotoxicity is the aluminium ion with an EC50-value of 0,120 mg/L (see appendix), since 
the EC50-value for silicate is 250mg/L (Ecolabelling Norway, 2004).  

Aluminium silicate is one of the most common ways in which aluminium exists in nature and 
together with other aluminium compounds a major component of the earths crust. Natural 
weathering processes therefore exceed anthropogenic pollution, in terms of aluminium 
contribution. (Unites States National Library of Medicine, 2013) 

How do organisms survive when a common constituent of the environment is that toxic? The 
answer lies in the ph of the medium. At neutral ph, aluminium is rather insoluble. (Gensemer 
& Playle, 1999) It is not until after acidic precipitation or other circumstances that lower the 
ph that the concentration of aluminium ions increases to a level that kills aquatic species 
(Newman, 2010).  

Helindone Pink 
Helindone pink (CI73360) was found in Aquafresh triple protection. No experimental data 
was found and therefore the PBT-profiler was used to produce the data for classification. 
According to Ecosar, there is a risk that the substance is not soluble enough to reach the 
modelled concentration. However, the hazard classification that was found on the material 
safety data sheet, supports the result (Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB, 2012a).  

PBT-profiler estimated that the compound would exist predominantly in soil where it has a 
half life of 360 days. This is the worst of PBT profiler’s categories of persistence. It is not 
estimated to bioaccumulate. 
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Stannous chloride 
Stannous chloride is another word for tin chloride (Nationalencyklopedin, 2013e). It was 
found in Oral b sensitive +. 

Tin is a common element in the earth’s crust and is emitted naturally from volcanic eruptions, 
windblown soil and weathering of rocks. There are also anthropogenic sources i.e. mining and 
its related processes, manufacturing of tin products and recycling. The anthropogenic 
contribution is much larger than the natural. There are low concentrations of tin in the water 
column since inorganic tin as well as organic tin tends to concentrate in sediments.(Unites 
States National Library of Medicine, 2013) Therefore, tin pose a threat to benthic organisms. 

Chloride is widely distributed in the environment and is an essential element for both aquatic 
and terrestrial organisms. Rapidly changing or elevated concentrations are harmful causing a 
disruption in the osmoregulation. The maintenance of roads during winter represents the 
largest emission of chloride to the environment. Excess chloride is excreted with the urine and 
bioaccumulation is therefore not expected to occur.(Nagpal, 2003) 

Sucralose 

Sucralose is an artificial sweetener (Unites States National Library of Medicine, 2013). It was 
found in: Colgate Sensitive pro relief, Sensodyn original and Sensodyn Extra Fresh. It is 
known to be persistent in the environment but no experimentally produced ecotoxicity values 
exist. Data were therefore modelled with ECOSAR. The result showed that the compound is 
estimated to be non toxic to fish and daphnia and fish. On the other hand it is estimated to be 
very toxic to green algae. 2007 a screening study on the occurrence of sucralose in the 
Swedish environment was conducted. The study was done by the The Swedish Environmental 
Research Institute, IVL and the Norwegian Institute for Air Research, NILU. They concluded 
that less than 10% of the sucralose entering the sewage treatment plants are removed therefore 
letting at least 90% of the compound out in the environment. (Brorstro ̈m-Lundén et al., 2007) 

Zinc compounds 

Zinc is a naturally occurring compound and is found in almost all minerals in the crust of 
earth. Dissolved zinc is emitted by both natural and anthropogenic sources. Anthropogenic 
sources exceed the natural ones, with mining and metal smelters being the largest 
contributors.(Unites States National Library of Medicine, 2013) It is an essential metal for 
most living organisms. Both deficiency and excess of zinc is harmful the environment and it 
is therefore important that the concentration of zinc is balanced (The International Zinc 
Association, 2011). 

Zinc chloride 
It was found in Dentaflux complex 5 sensitive +, Dentaflux complex 3 Herbal 
fresh and Dentaflux complex 3 Mint Fresh. Experimental data was found for 
zinc chloride that put it in this category. See Stannous chloride for properties of 
the chloride ion. 
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Zinc citrate 
Zinc citrate was found in: Colgate complete, Oral b sensitive + and Pepsodent 
original ultra complete. No information was found about the compound as a 
whole. ECHA’s database provided data from a cross reading from trizinc 
dicitrate which was used.  

Citrate is the salt of citric acid (Nationalencyklopedin, 2013b). According to The 
detergents ingredients database it has a EC50-value of 850 mg/L and is 
biodegradable in both biotic and abiotic environments (Ecolabelling Norway, 
2004). It is therefore not responsible for the toxicity of Zinc citrate. 

Zinc gluconate 
Zinc gluconate was found in: Zendium classic, Zendium Cool Mint and 
Zendium sensitive. An EC50 of 0,056mg/L for Hyallela azteca was found in an 
unpublished study by Dr Uwe Borgman. The other zinc compounds in this study 
was found to be very toxic either through experimental results, or by a cross 
reading done by ECHA. It was therefore concluded that the unpublished study 
together with the results of the other zinc compounds was enough to classify this 
compound as very toxic to aquatic organisms with long lasting effects.  

Gluconate is the salt of gluconic acid (Nationalencyklopedin, 2013c). Gluconic 
acid is a mild organic acid produced by fungi or bacteria during an oxidation 
reaction (Ramachandran, Fontanille, Pandey, & Larroche, 2006). There was no 
experimental data to be found for gluconic acid alone. The ecotoxicity, 
persistence and bioaccumulation capacity of gluconic acid were therefore 
modelled with PBT-profiler and ECOSAR. The lowest EC50 value was 323,000 
mg/L for green algae. Gluconic acid is not estimated to be persistent or 
bioaccumulative. Gluconate is therefore not responsible for the toxicity in this 
case. 

Zinc lactate 
Zinc lactate was found in Oral b All round. EC50 values of 23,1 mg/L for Danio 
rerio and 2,1mg/L for Daphnia magna placed the compound in the category of 
compounds that are toxic to aquatic organisms. However, it was classified as 
Aquatic chronic 1 - very toxic to aquatic organisms in the material safety data 
sheet. In accordance with the precautionary principle the most protective 
classification was therefore chosen. 

Lactate is the salt of lactic acid (Nationalencyklopedin, 2013d). It is both 
aerobically and anaerobically bio degradable and its lowest EC50-value is 150 
mg/L (Ecolabelling Norway, 2004). Lactate is not responsible for the 
ecotoxicity of zinc lactate.  
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Aquatic Chronic 2 
This ingredient was classified as toxic to aquatic organisms and might have long-term effects 
on aquatic environments according to EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7. It has EC50 values 
between 1 and 10 mg/l and are not readily biodegradable. Substance in this category: 
Dimethicone. 

Dimethicone 

The compound was found in Clinomyn. Dimethicone or silicon oil is used in personal care 
products (Stevens, 1998). It is used in shampoos, hair and skin conditioners, cosmetics and 
much more (Nair, 2003). It is to 94% removed from the water in sewage treatments plants. 
7% is however emitted and since it is not readily biodegradable is has the potential to cause 
harm in the aquatic environment. Dimethicone has a tendency to bind to particulate matter 
and will therefore end up in sediments and soil. (Stevens, 1998) 

 

Aquatic Chronic 3 

These ingredients were classified as harmful to aquatic organisms and might have long term 
effects on aquatic environments according to EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7. They have 
EC50 values between 10 and 100mg/l and are not readily biodegradable. Substances in this 
category: brilliant blue FCF, carboxymethyl cellulose, phtalocyanine green and potassium 
thiocyanide. 

Brilliant blue FCF 

CI 42090 or Brilliant Blue was found in Colgate fresh gel, Colgate sensation white, Pepsodent 
original ultra complete and Sensodyn Extra fresh. The lowest toxicity value for FCF was 
>97mg/L which was found on the material safety data sheet. This value is possibly below the 
upper limit for classification as being harmful to aquatic organisms, but it is not certain since 
it only sais that the EC50 value is above 97mg/L. There was also a note in the comments on 
ecological effects in the material safety data sheet that said that is was harmful to aquatic 
organisms, which made the classification clearer. Brilliant blue is used as a dye in cosmetics, 
food and pharmaceuticals. It is not removed when passing through sewage treatment plants. 
(Jank, Köser, Lücking, Martienssen, & Wittchen, 1998) 

Carboxymethylcellulose 

The compound was found in 18 out of 36 toothpastes. The ecotoxicity for 
carboxymethylcellulose is just below 100 mg/L for Daphnia. It is inherently biodegradable. 
This means that the compound is biodegradable when microorganisms are preadapted to it. 
Those compounds are not expected to biodegrade rapidly in the environment. (OECD, 2005) 
Carboxymethylcellulose is a semisyntethic polymer with a cellulose backbone. It is used as 
thickener, stabilizer and suspending agent. It is used in detergents, soaps, food, paper coating, 
cosmetics and more. (Gessner Goodrich, 1997)  
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Phtalocyanine green 

The compound was found in Pepsodent X fresh. Only data for fish was found for the 
compound. It was not possible to model data for the other two groups because it contains a 
copper ion. Phtalocyanines are widely used as green and blue dyes (Kobayashi, 1999). They 
are photosensitizers that can produce superoxide anions when light and oxygen molecules are 
available. These are known to have inhibitory effects on cell growth and metabolism. (Jančula 
et al., 2009) Reactive oxygen species are present naturally in the cell as an important part of 
cell signalling (Keren, Gong, & Ohad, 1995). Low concentrations of the compound are 
therefore probably handled well by the defences of the cell. High concentrations on the other 
hand will probably be harmful. 

Potassium thiocyanate 

This compound can be found in: Zendium Classic, Zendium Cool Mint, Zendium Emalj 
Protect and Zendium Sensitive. Data was found for fish and Daphnia magna but not for algae. 
It is also classified as Aquatic Chronic 3 according to the material safety data sheet (Sigma-
Aldrich Sweden AB, 2012b). The primary sources of cyanide species, like potassium 
thiocyanate, in the environment are coal mining and ore extraction. The toxicity and 
environmental fate of the compound depends heavily on environmental conditions like 
alkalinity; which affects the persistence of the compound, its tendency to be taken up by 
plants and its reactivity. (Boening & Chew, 1999) 

 

Aquatic Chronic 4 

These ingredients were classified as: “might have long-term effects on aquatic environments” 
according to EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7. They have EC50 values above 100 mg/l but are 
not readily biodegradable. Substances in this category: hydroxyethylcellulose, phtalocyanine 
blue, polyethylene, potassium acesulfam, tartrazine, and tocopheryl acetate. 

Hydroxyethylcellulose 
Its ecotoxicity and persistence were found in the detergents ingredients database. Although 
cellulose in itself is a readily biodegradable compound, polymers based on the same 
compound do not have to be. Different kinds of modifications of cellulose give the molecule 
different properties, which have been important in industry. The biodegradability depends on 
the molecular weight and the degree of substitution. (Andrady, 2003)  
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Phtalocyanine blue 

See phtalocyanine green for the role of phtalocyanines in the environment. The acute toxicity 
of phtalocyanine blue is less than that for pthalocyanine green. The compounds are very 
similar in structure. The only difference is that chlorine atoms in phtalocyanine green have 
replaced the hydrogen atoms in the outer rings of the molecule of phtalocyanine blue. This 
modification renders phtalocyanine green more toxic. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Structure for phtalocyanine blue (to the left) and phtalocyanine green (to the right). 

Polyethylene 

Polyethylene was found in Colgate Sensitive white. EC50 values could not be found or 
produced for this compound. However, it is known to be problematic and it was therefore 
classified according to its known persistence and discussed below. The compound is one of 
the most usual plastics and may serve as polishing material. In a report from the Swedish 
Society for Nature Conservation plastics were found in many hygiene products. The problem 
with plastics is that the degradation time is very long, often many hundred years. This results 
in an accumulation of plastics that we release into our environment. About 80% of the 
garbage found at sea is plastic. Unfortunately sewage treatment plants do not have a clean up 
step for plastics of this small size (Naturskyddsföreningen, 2013). Microplastics are of the 
same size as zooplankton. Filtrating organisms therefore consume them in big amounts. 
(Browne et al., 2011) The plastics can probably cause harm in several different ways: it can 
directly harm the respiratory organs and feeding organs, the plastics contain several additives 
that may have hormonal disturbance properties or other effects e.g. Bisphenol A, and the 
plastics attract organic toxicants that then enter the marine organisms in high amounts e.g. 
PCB (Naturskyddsföreningen, 2013). 

Potassium Acesulfam 

Potassium acesulfam is an artificial sweetener (Unites States National Library of Medicine, 
2013). EC50 values for acute exposure are well acceptable. However, effects after chronic 
exposure are not studied as extensively. The compound is not readily biodegradable and will 
exist in the environment for some time. Chronic test are therefore of importance as are 
limitations of its use until effects at the ecosystem level can be ruled out. 
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Tartrazine 

The toxicity of tartrazine is expected to be very low because both experimental and modelled 
EC50s were very high. It is however estimated that tartrazine is persistent in the environment 
with a half life of 120 days in soil where it is expected to exist primarily. Tartrazine is an azo 
dye used to colour cosmetics, food, silk, wool and drugs (Unites States National Library of 
Medicine, 2013). Azo dyes are suspected to cause hyperactivity in children (Bateman et al., 
2004). Many were forbidden in Sweden until 1999, when Sweden became a member of the 
European Union (Nationalencyklopedin, 2013a). 

Tocopheryl Acetate 

This compound was found in Dentaflux for kids. Tocopheryl acetate is another name for 
Vitamin E oil (Zondlo Fiume, 2002). It can be extracted from vegetable oils or produced 
synthetically. Experimentally produced data was not found and EC50-values and 
biodegradability were therefore modelled with PBT-profiler. However, data on the 
compounds biodegradability was also found in Canada’s Domestic substance list (United 
states environmental protection agency, 2013b). This confirms the persistence of tocopheryl 
acetate. 
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General discussion on toothpaste ingredients 
What and how many ingredients are needed for functional toothpaste? Eight to twenty four 
ingredients were found in different toothpastes. Is toothpaste with 24 ingredients three times 
more effective as toothpaste with 8 ingredients? Toothpaste needs about three functional 
ingredients: flour for preventing caries, a polishing ingredient and a detergent for cleaning the 
teeth. Other ingredients provide taste, colour, durability, texture and other effects related to 
mouth care. What happens to the ingredient when it enters the environment? Is it readily 
biodegradable? Is it toxic to the environment? Is it really needed in the toothpaste? All of 
these questions should be considered when developing a toothpaste recipe. A classical cost to 
the environment versus benefit to the mouth hygiene analysis has to be done. As long as the 
ingredient is readily biodegradable and doesn’t cause harm there is no problem with using it 
in the recipe, but unnecessary ecotoxic ingredients should be avoided. 

 
The extensive use of preservatives in toothpaste and cosmetics is not only a problem because 
of direct ecotoxic properties and persistence. Preservatives are chosen because of their 
harmful effects on bacteria. The use of preservatives increases durability and shelf life of 
products, which facilitate the handling in stores. The problem is that the cleaning process is 
sewage water treatment plants are dependent on bacteria. Preservatives that are washed down 
the drains end up in the sewage treatment plants where they can have the potential to kill 
bacteria. This would disrupt the important water cleaning process and result in more 
pollutants released to the environment and more pollutants in our drinking water. The use of 
preservatives should therefore be limited to be used only when it is necessary and the 
concentration should be as low as possible. 
 
Both natural and synthetic compounds can be harmful to the environment e.g.: inorganic 
compounds in higher concentrations than organisms are adapted to, synthetic organic 
compounds that microorganisms do not know how to degrade or compounds containing 
phosphate and nitrate that contribute to eutrophication if released to limnic or marine systems. 
The key to environmentally friendly products is therefore not to eliminate synthetic 
ingredients and only use “natural ingredients”. It is to study the ingredient’s environmental 
properties and fate in the environment and to select the ingredients with the least 
environmental impact. 
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3.2 EVALUATION OF TOOTHPASTES 
This is a suggested way to compare the ecotoxicity of toothpastes. The ecotoxicity of the 
toothpastes is based on the number of ecotoxic ingredients in each of the four groups 
previously used in classification. The classifications range from being very toxic to aquatic 
organisms to being non toxic. All classifications include that they might have long term 
effects in the environment. See table 1 for an overview. Ingredients that may cause 
eutrophication are not included because the comparison is focused on excotoxicology.Table 1: 
The number of ecotoxic compounds from each hazard classification and for each toothpaste. 

Toothpaste Aquatic 

Chronic 1 

Aquatic 

Chronic 2 

Aquatic 

Chronic 3 

Aquatic 

Chronic 4 

ORAL-B sensitive + 2   1 1 
Clinomyn 1 1 1   
Colgate Komplett 1   1   
Oral-B Allround 1    2 
Zendium Classic 1   1 1 
Zendium Cool Mint 1   1 1 
Zendium Sensitive 1   1 1 
Sensodyn Extra Fresh 1    1 
Sensodyn original 1      
Pepsodent original ultra 1   1 3 
Dentaflux complex 3 Herbal 1    1 
Dentaflux complex 3 Mint 1    1 
Aquafresh triple protection 1    1 
Dentaflux complex 5 1     
Colgate sensitive pro relief 1   1 1 
Colgate sensitive original       
Pepsodent white now      1 
Pepsodent Xfresh     2 1 
Sensodyn gentle whitening     1   
Apoteket hjärtat whitening     1   
Oral-b 123     1   
Pepsodent white system     1 1 
Colgate Fresh Gel     1 1 
Zendium Emalj Protect     1 1 
Eldorado tandkräm fresh     1   
Sensodyn Pro Emalj        
Apoteket hjärtat Classic     1   
Apoteket hjärtat sensitive     1   
Coop Xtra     1   
Pepsodent Superfluor     1   
Dentaflux for kids      1 
Colgate Sensation white      2 
Eldorado tandkräm     1  
Sensodyne Rapid        
Bamse         
Sensodyn repair and        
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Group 1 
The following toothpastes contain one or two ingredients that are classified as Aquatic 
chronic 1. These ingredients are very toxic to aquatic organisms and may have long lasting 
effects in the environment according to regulation EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7. They also 
contain less toxic substances, which can be seen in the table above. Aquafresh triple 
protection, Clinomyn, Colgate Komplett, Dentaflux complex 3 Herbal Fresh, Dentaflux 
complex 3 Mint Fresh, Dentaflux complex 5 sensitive plus, Oral-B Allround, ORAL-B 
sensitive +, Pepsodent original ultra complete, Zendium Classic, Zendium Cool Mint and 
Zendium Sensitive. 

Group 2 
Colgate sensitive original contains one ingredient that is toxic to aquatic organisms and may 
have long lasting effects in the environment according to regulation EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 
2005:7. It also contains less toxic substances, which can be seen in the table above. 

Group 3 

The following toothpastes contain one or two ingredients that are classified as Aquatic 
chronic 2. These ingredients are harmful to aquatic organisms and may have long lasting 
effects in the environment according to regulation EC 1272/2008 and KIFS 2005:7. They also 
contain less toxic substances, which can be seen in the table above. Apoteket hjärtat Classic, 
Apoteket hjärtat sensitive, Apoteket hjärtat whitening, Colgate Fresh Gel, Colgate Sensation 
white, Colgate sensitive pro relief, Coop Xtra, Dentaflux for kids, Eldorado tandkräm fresh 
mint, Eldorado tandkräm whitening, Oral-b 123, Pepsodent Superfluor, Pepsodent white now, 
Pepsodent white system, Pepsodent Xfresh, Sensodyn Extra Fresh, Sensodyn gentle 
whitening, Sensodyn original, Sensodyn Pro Emalj, Sensodyne Rapid, Zendium Emalj Protect 

Group 4 

The following toothpastes did not contain any ingredients classified as any of the above 
mentioned classifications: Bamse, Sensodyn repair and protect. 
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Is it possible to rank them? 
With the information available in this study it is not possible to evaluate the environmental 
risk or even hazard with different toothpastes. More information needs to be included and 
analysed in order to compare different products. This is an impossible task without the full 
recipes. The concentrations are not included in the lists of ingredients neither are the names of 
aroma compounds.  

A lot of information is also lacking. Ecotoxicity data could not be found or modelled for one 
third of the ingredients. This means that more research is needed. In the comparison made in 
this study a certain product can seem to be more environmentally friendly just because of lack 
of information on its worst ingredients.  

Another question that needs further investigation is the fate of the compounds in municipal 
sewage treatment plants. It affects the emission to the environment to a large extent. 

An important aspect of the environmental risk is the environmental exposure to ecotoxic 
compounds. The predicted no effect concentration (PNEC) is then compared with the 
predicted environmental concentration (PEC). Biodegradability and lipophilicity are both 
important in predicting the likely concentration in the environment but it’s not enough. There 
are other factors that also influence the PEC, e.g.: sorption of the chemical to sediments, 
volatilisation of the chemical from water to air and biotic and abiotic transformation.  

With that said, there are big differences in ecotoxicity between different ingredients in this 
study which of course affects the resulting ecotoxicity of the product as a whole. 
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3.3 REQUIREMENTS FROM EU LEGISLATION 
Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009 is the basis for all legislation for cosmetic products within the 
European Union. It is up to the members of the European Union to establish land specific 
laws for certain areas. The regulatory authority is The Medical Products Agency. The 
ordinance and provisions provided are supposed to safeguard against ingredients that are 
harmful to human health. (Medical Products Agency, 2013) 

When studying this regulation it becomes apparent that protecting the environment has been 
put aside since environmental concerns are not included. Article 5 in regulation (EC) No 
1223/2009 states that: “The environmental concerns that substances used in cosmetic products 
may raise are considered through the application of Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006 concerning the Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) and establishing a 
European Chemicals Agency, which enables the assessment of environmental safety in a 
cross-sectorial manner”.  

The REACH regulation ((EC) No 1907/2006) requires that companies produce the correct 
environmentally relevant information in order for a chemical to be registered and allowed to 
enter the market. The ecotoxicological information required is based on the amount that will 
be sold in the EU. The European Commission then checks for completeness of the submitted 
information. The regulation also includes authorisation of substances per use if they are of 
high environmental or human health concern. A substance is of high concern if it is: 

1. carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic for reproduction. 
2. PBT (persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic) or vPvB (very persistent and very 

bioaccumulative). 
3. “identified as causing serious and irreversible effects to humans or the environment 

equivalent to those above on a case-by-case basis, such as endocrine disrupters.” 

These substances are allowed to be used only after authorisation. However if there are better 
alternatives a substitution plan must be provided. The commission may also withdraw the 
authorisation if better alternatives become available. These substances are not likely to end up 
in cosmetic products since they are only allowed to be used by trained personnel, has to be 
rigorously contained during its whole life cycle and one has to apply of control strategies.  

But chemicals cannot only be of no concern and of high concern. Most chemicals fall between 
those two categories and all activities are therefore allowed with them. This means that a lot 
of chemicals that are toxic to the environment and that also might have long term effects on it 
are used and emitted in enormous amounts without restrictions.  

The CLP regulation EC 1272/2008 does not include cosmetic products and it is therefore hard 
for customers that do not have knowledge in ecotoxicology to make a good choice from an 
environmental perspective.  
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3.4 REQUIREMENTS FROM THE SWEDISH SOCIETY FOR NATURE 
CONSERVATION 
There are no specific criteria for toothpaste established by the Swedish Society for Nature 
Conservation and at the moment there are no toothpastes labelled with Good Environmental 
Choice. The requirements for toothpaste are the general criteria for chemical substances 
(Naturskyddsföreningen, 2006). In addition it must also fulfil specific criteria, depending on 
the type of chemicals used in the specific product (e.g. solvents or surfactants). For 
Aloemega’s toothpaste these are the criteria for surfactants, preservatives, acids, colour, 
perfume, biological compounds and other ingredients. If toothpaste contains enzymes, there 
are specific criteria for those as well. For each of these categories, the Swedish Society for 
Nature Conservation has set up specific criteria, which varies slightly. This is done in order to 
make sure that the best option is selected from environmental and health perspectives. 

 

3.5 HOW CAN ALOEMEGA’S FORMULA BE ADJUSTED? 
It was decided that the company has to get a new provider of the toothpaste ingredients in 
order to be able to fulfil the requirements. This was because the old provider did not deliver 
material safety data sheets according to KIFS 2005:7 and regulation 1272/2008. What we 
concluded was that all the ingredients have to fulfil both the general criteria and the specific 
criteria. The concentration of the dyestuff tartrazine would have to be decreased or replaced. 
This was because tartrazine is classified as R43- may cause sensitisation by inhalation or skin 
contact. Further discussions of the best choice of ingredients from a human health and 
environmental health perspective were supposed to be continued when the new provider was 
decided. Unfortunately, no provider was found within the current project time frame.  
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3.6 REFLECTIONS ON REQUIREMENTS FOR COSMETICS 
How should companies and communities treat ingredients in toothpaste and other kinds of 
cosmetics? The REACH regulation is not doing enough to protect the environment from 
harmful substances. From the very start the European Union has prioritized to have open 
borders for trade, which of course is beneficial to the economy. Prohibiting certain harmful 
chemicals, in order to protect human health and the environment, goes against this idea. 
Environmental policies therefore meet a lot of resistance. They want proof that the chemical 
of discussion really is harmful to the environment and the only sufficient proof is harm that 
has already been caused in the environment. Unfortunately, cleaning up after pollution is far 
more expensive than to take precautions and some damage is likely to be permanent. 
Toothpaste, soap, shampoo etc. are products that we all use everyday. It is therefore of great 
importance that those products are safe to use from an environmental perspective. As an 
ecotoxicologist, I strongly suggest regulation of such products in a way that ensures that their 
ingredients do not cause harm to human health or the environment. 

Ecolabels provide a much-needed alternative for people who want to be a step ahead in 
protecting the environment. But regardless of how much a few of us care, it is what the 
majority of people do that matters. This limits the positive effect that ecolabels have on the 
environment. That is why we need the REACH regulation to really take care of environmental 
concerns of chemicals. After all, environmental problems are not something that we can stand 
above and state that we are unaffected from. We are a part of the environment and just as we 
affect the environment does the environment affect us. This means that what we emit to the 
environment will come back to us. It can come back to us in the form of polluted drinking 
water and air that makes us sick. It can also come back to us in the form of decreased 
biodiversity, which is a danger for the very important ecosystem services that we depend 
upon. Ecosystem services depending on biodiversity are e.g.: pollination, fisheries 
decomposition of organic matter and recreation. All of which are of great importance to 
human livelihood. Until the community understands that we are not independent of our 
environment and begins to care for it, we will continue to constantly endanger ourselves as we 
endanger it. The availability and success for ecolabeled products depend on our demand. The 
question is if we want the health of our environment to be dependent on the market or if we 
must find other, economical, social or legislative solutions.
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

19 ingredients were classified as might have long term effects on the environment. Out of 
them 8 were also classified as very toxic to aquatic organisms, 1 as toxic and 6 as harmful. 
None of these were bioaccumulative.  

It is not possible to compare environmental friendliness of the toothpastes in this study. For 
that all risks need to be analysed. For a lot of the ingredients not enough information was 
found. Access to the whole recipe for the products including concentrations and aroma 
compounds is also required. 

Environmental concerns are regulated in the REACH regulation. However, REACH requires 
that chemicals are registered and that ecotoxicological data is provided. It does not put any 
restrictions on how ecotoxic a cosmetic ingredient or a product is allowed to be unless an 
ingredient is of high concern. This means that compounds that are e.g. very toxic to aquatic 
organisms and that might have long-term effects on the environment are allowed as toothpaste 
ingredients. As shown in this report, they are not only allowed but also frequently used. 

The criteria that toothpaste ingredients have to fulfil, in order to receive the Good 
Environmental Choice label are the general criteria for chemical substances. In addition it 
must also fulfil specific criteria for included ingredients. For Aloemega’s toothpaste these are 
the criteria for surfactants, preservatives, acids, colour, perfume, biological compounds and 
other ingredients.  

Aloemega’s toothpaste is at the moment being adjusted to fulfil the criteria of Good 
Environmental Choice ecolabel. Efforts are made to select ingredients with minimal impact 
on human health and the environment. This study has hopefully provided useful insights that 
will aid them in their work.  
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DICTIONARY 

  Acute exposure Generally an exposure of 96 hours or fewer. 
  Adaptation An anatomical structure, physiological process or behavioural trait that 

evolved by natural selection and improves an organism’s ability to survive and to leave 
descendants. 

  Amphiphilic A chemical compound possessing both hydrophilic (water soluble, polar) 
and lipophilic (soluble in fats, unpolar) properties. 

  Anthropogenic Caused by humans. 
  Bioaccumulation The net accumulation of a contaminant in an organism from all 

sources, including water, air and solid phases in the environment. Solid phases include 
food sources. 

  Bioconcentration The net accumulation of a substance by an aquatic organism as a result 
of uptake directly from the ambient water through gill membranes or other external 
body surfaces. 

  Bioconcentration factor (BCF) A measure of the ability for a water-borne chemical 
substance to concentrate in fatty tissue of fish and aquatic organisms relative to its 
surroundings. 

  Biomagnification An increase in concentration from one trophic level (e.g. prey) to the 
next (e.g. predator) attributable to accumulation of contaminant from food. 

  Biosphere The global sum of all ecosystems. 
  Chronic exposure A chronic exposure should last for at least 10% of the duration of a 

species’ lifespan. This is not always the case. 
  Community An assemblage of populations that live in a prescribed area or physical 

habitat. It is an organized unit to the extent that it has characteristics additional to its 
individual and population components. It is the living part of the ecosystem (Odum, 
1971). The community is made up of species that interact to form  n organized unit 
(Magurran, 1988), although some species may interact only loosely. 

  EC50 The effective concentration at 50%, which is the concentration that causes adverse 
effects in 50% of the test organisms. 

  Ecosystem An ecological unit consisting of both the biotic (living) and abiotic 
(nonliving) environment, functioning together to direct the flow of energy and cycling 
of materials. 

  Ecotoxicology The science of contaminants in the biosphere and their effects on 
constituents of the biosphere, including humans.  

  Ecotoxicity Any adverse effect on any biological entity within the biochemical to 
biosphere scale. Adverse effects include conventional lethal and sublethal effects of 
toxicants. They also include unconventional, adverse modifications of essential habitat, 
intraspecies or interspecies interactions, metapopulation or metacommunity dynamics, 
material cycling or energy flow. 

  Eutrophication The ecosystem response to the addition of artificial or natural substances, 
such as nitrates and phosphates, through fertilizers or sewage, to an aquatic system. 
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Negative environmental effects include hypoxia, the depletion of oxygen in the water, 
which causes a reductions in specific fish and other animals. 

  Half life The length of time it takes for the concentration of a substance to be reduced by 
one-half relative to its initial level, assuming first-order decay kinetics. 

  Hydrophilic A hydrophilic molecule or portion of a molecule is one that has a tendency 
to interact with or be dissolved by water and other polar substances. 

  Inorganic compound A compound that is not of biological origin and not considered 
organic. The definitions of organic and inorganic are somewhat unclear. 

  Landscape The sum total aspect of any geographical area. 
  LC50 Lethal Concentration for 50% of the tested population. 
  Lipophilic A lipophilic molecule or portion of a molecule tends to dissolve in fats, oils 

and other non polar solvents. 
  LOEC Lowest Observed Effect Concentration. The lowest concentration in a test with a 

statistically significant difference in mean response from the control mean response.  
  NOEC No Observed Effect Concentration. The highest concentration in a test for which 

there was no statistically significant difference in response from that of the control. 
  Organic compound A compound that contains carbon. For historical reasons a few types 

of carbon-containing compounds such as carbides, carbonates, simple oxides of carbon 
(such as CO and CO2), and cyanides are considered inorganic. The definitions of 
organic and inorganic compounds are somewhat unclear. 

  PBT A substance that is Persistent, Bioaccumulative and Toxic. 
  Persistence The ability of a chemical substance to remain in an environment in an 

unchanged form. 
  Pollutant A substance that occurs in the environment at least in part as a results of man’s 

activities, and which has a deleterious effect on living organisms (Moriarty, 1983). 
  Population A group of individuals occupying a defined space at a particular time. 
  Precautionary principle The conservative policy that, even in the absence of any clear 

evidence and in the presence of high scientific uncertainty, action should be taken if 
there is any reason to think that harm might be caused. 

  REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorizarion and Restriction of chemicals. These EU  
regulations came into force in june 2007 and require that EU manufacturers and 
importers of most chemical substances alone or in preparations to register the substance 
if they manufacture or import it in quantities of 1 tonne or more annually. 

  Synthetic Not of natural origin, prepared or made artificially. 
  vPvB A substance that is very Persistent and very Bioaccumulative. 
 



 

 
 

 

Appendix	2 1	(1)

Apoteket hjärtat Classic Oral-b 123

Apoteket hjärtat Sensitive Oral-B Allround

Apoteket hjärtat Whitening ORAL-B Sensitive +

Aquafresh Triple protection Pepsodent original Ultra complete

Bamse Pepsodent Superfluor

Clinomyn Pepsodent White now

Colgate Komplett Pepsodent White system

Colgate Fresh Gel Pepsodent Xfresh

Colgate Sensation white Sensodyn Extra Fresh

Colgate Sensitive original Sensodyn Gentle whitening

Colgate Sensitive pro relief Sensodyn Original

Coop Xtra Sensodyn Pro Emalj

Dentaflux Complex 3 Herbal Fresh Sensodyne Rapid

Dentaflux Complex 3 Mint Fresh Sensodyn Repair and protect

Dentaflux Complex 5 sensitive plus Zendium Classic

Dentaflux For kids Zendium Cool Mint

Eldorado Tandkräm fresh mint Zendium Emajl Protect

Eldorado Tandkräm whitening Zendium Sensitive

Included toothpastes
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